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ACRONYMS AND TECHNICAL TERMS

* ACGIH American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists

AEA Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended

AEC U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

ANSI American National Standards Institute

Assay 3U content as a percent or fraction of total uranium

AVLIS Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation

BETA-1 Economic hreak-gven lals _ssay for gaseous diffusion process

- BETA-2 Economic kreak .ven jails pssay for AVLIS process

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CRADA Cooperative Research and Development Agreement

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DOT U.S. Department of Transportation

DU Depleted uranium

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

ES&H Environmental, safety, and health

FDU Fully depleted uranium (Le., all of the economically recoverable IU has
been extracted by the enrichment process)

- GDP Gaseous diffusion plant

LLW Low-level radioactive waste

LSA Low specific activity

MIU Metric tons of uranium (1000 kg U)

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NS Nevada Test Site

. NU Natural uranium, containing about 0Q71% Z'U

ORO Oak Ridge Operations Office of DOE

PDF Partially depleted (in the DU isotope) feed material

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended

SWU Separative work unit

TCLP Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (a test specified by the EPA for
identifying hazardous material)
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-"EXECTnE SUMMARY

Significant amounts of the depleted uranium (DU) created by past uranium enrichment
activities have been sold, disposed of commercially, or utilized by defense programs Ih
recent years. however, the demand £or-DU has become quite small compared to quantities
available. and within the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) there is concern for any risks
and/or cost liabilities that might be associated with the ever-growing inventory of thi
materiaL As a result, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (Energy Systems), was ased
to review options and to develop a comprehensive plan for inventory management and the
ultimate disposition of DU accumulated at the gaseous diffusion plants (GDPs). An Energy
Systems task team, under the chairmanship of T. R. Lemons, was formed in late 1989 to
provide advice and guidance for this taslk

The first milestone objective was to commission a thorough review of laws and regulations
pcrtaining to DU. Eminently qualified outside counsel was retained for the legallregulatory
review. It was concluded that the management of DU working inventories at the DOE
sites is not constrained by current regulations of other government agencies. In additio
DOE Oak Ridge Operations (DOE/ORO) has formally advised the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) that DU is 'source material,' which is xempt from Resourci
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulation.

The principal objective for both inventory management and the ultimate disposition of DU
is to protect the health and safety of workers and the public and to minimize degradation'
of the environmenL The most important aspect of this is the chemical form, of the uranium V
in storage. Our technical analysis indicates that it is acceptable and desirable to maintain
DU working inventories as UF, as long as they' remain potential feed resources for the
GDPs and as long as cylinders and storage facilities are adequately 'monitored .and
maintained. Some, perhaps all, of the DU inventories may be recycled through the Atomi
Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS) process before they become fully depleted
(criteria to be defined) and ready for ultimate disposition. Whether DU is recycled through
AVLIS or declared surplus to DOE needs, chemical conversion wil be required at som=
time in the future. Integrated planning for enrichment processing and the ultate
disposition of DU wil be necessary to einim costs and risks.

Ibe ultimate disposition of DU relative to the uranium enrichment program could be
transfer/sales to other government programs (e.g., defense programs), commercial sales, cr
long-term storage or disposaL It appears that commercial and government demands will use
only a small fraction of the DU available in the foreseeable future; so'a plan for permanet
disposition will be required for the vast bulk of the DU.

'R. 0. Hultgren, DOEIORO, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, letter to F. W. Sommerfed
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tennessee, pDiSpsiti of Tails MaterWa
at the GDPs,' dated July 12, 1989. ''t
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This report rev options and recommends actions and objectives in the management.of
working inventories of partially depleted feed (PDF) materials and for the ultimate.
disposition of fuly deplted uranium (FDU) Actiois that should be considered are as
follows:

1. Inspect. UF, cylindcrs on a semiannual basis.
2. Upgrade cylinder maintenance and storge yards.
3. Convert FDU to U30s for long-term storage or disposal. This will include provisions

for partial recovery of costs to offset those associated with DU inventory management
and the ultimate disposal of FDU.

Another recommendation is to drop the term etails' in favor of "depleted uranium -or 'DU"'
because the "tails? label implies that it is "waste' Consistent with this recommendation, the
DU terminology.is used throughout this report. Other recommendations are given in the
text.

.. 1
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A. INTRODUCIION

A1 BACKGROUND ROPRMATION

Natural uranium exists primarily as the stable isotope "U. Only 0.71% of natural
occurring uranium is the fissile isotope 'U. For most military or commercial pur the
uranium must be enriched-that is, the concentration of the =U isotope must be increased.
The U.S. uranium enrichment (UE) program began dring World War IL as a part of the
Manhattan Project, to provide highly enriched uranium for military needs. The first plant
to use the gaseous diffusion process began operation at Oak Ridge in the mid-194s. Te
Portsmouth and Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plants (GDPs) were built -in the 19-(s to
increase the United States' capacity to enrich uranium. In the 1960s and 1970s, the pr
emphasis shifted from production for military needs to providing fuel for nuclear po'e
plants. The three GDPs operated continuously until 1985, when the Oak Ridge plant ms
shut down for economic reasons. The Portsmouth and Paducah plants continue to enrich,
uranium for the nuclear power industry, supplying about one-half of worldwide UE
production. According to an article in Scintific Amercan, nuclear power now suppies
approximately 16% of the world's electricity. The Portsmouth plant also provides highly
enriched uranium to fuel some research reactors and to supply U.S. defense program
requirements, including those for the Navy's nuclear fleet.

Enriching uranium involves splitting a feed stream into a product stream enriched in 'U
and a by-product stream depleted in 'U. The enriched product is used for commercial d
military nuclear applications. Significant quantities of the DU have been used in a kw
military and commercial applications, but the demand has become quite small in rect
years. Because of the low concentration of 'U in natural uranium, 5 to 10 kg of DU are
produced for every kilogram of uranium enriched for commercial applications, while about
200 kg of DU arc produced for each kilogram of highly enriched uranium. Th1se
proportions hold true regardless of the process used for enrichment (gaseous diffusion gas
centrifuge, AVLIS, etc.) Since uranium enrichment activities produce much more DU than
is required by existing applications, the excess DU requires disposal or storage.

A2 CURRENIT Sr iUS

Essentially al of the DU currently stored at the GDPs is in the form of soid
UFc-primarily in 14-ton cylinders. By the end of FY 1990, the enrichment enterprise had
accumulated about 320 million kgU of depleted UF, in storage. Tle 'U assay of the
stockpiled DU generally range from 0.2% to 0.5% 'U. The depleted UF is stored in
about 40,000 cylinders, mostly at the Paducah site- (Because Paducah was designed to
produce low-assay feed for the other enrichment plants, most of the DU is produced there.)
Current plans call for the GDPs to continue to produce a total of about 20 million kgU
per year of depleted UF,, requiring about 2500 14-ton cylinders per year for storage.

ZWolf Hafele, 'Energ from Nuclear Power,' Sciendfic Amisn 2W3(3), 137-144
(September 1990).
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A.3 FUTURE PROSPECIS

Some. perhaps alL of the DU inventory may be recycled through UE facilities in the futurec
There have been several major recycling campaigns in the past when there was a perceived
shortage of DOE-owned natural uranium, and thus the internal DOE cost of feed was high
relative to the cost of separative work. However, recycling (stripping additional IU from
partially depleted uranium) can reduce the total quantity of DU by only a ew peC
Other mcans must be found to use or dispose.of the bulk of thc material. The vento
of DU is a highly refined resource that could be of significant use to future generations.
The most promising long-term use for DU is as feed for an advanced breeder or other type
of reactor when other energy sources have been depleted. Foreign breeder reactor
programs have demonstrated the potential for energy production from DU.

p.

.Nonnuclear uses for DU are currently limited to militazy applications and a very few
specialized civilian applications, requiring very dense materials (uranium is 1.6 times as
dense as lead). In the past, a substantial amount of the DU stockpile has been used by
the military, primarily to produce penetration projectiles.) ne- Department of Defense
Appropriations Act for PY 1991 requires that an additional 16 million kgU be pliced in the
national defense stockpile over the next 10 yeas Recent studies of alternative uses for
DU have failed to reveal any significant new uses in the immediate future. The most
promising new long-term use suggested is to replace the sand and aggregatc in concrete
with depleted U02. This would produce concrete with a.density greater than that of cast
iron. Such a concrete might be useful as ballast or in radiation shielding, although
development and acceptance of this material could take years.

A.4 PURPOSE OF REPORT

Since no end use is currently foreseeable for most of the fully depleted uranium (FDU)
that has been and will be created by the US. uranium enrichment programs, the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) requested an analysis of management options and
development of a plan for the ultimate disposition of this material (see Ref 1). An Energy
Systems technical task team was formed in late 1989 to provide guidance for the DU
disposition study. The purpose of this report is to present the recommended managemet
plan to DOE. The report also documents details and conclusions from thelegal review and
technical/ecoomic analysis on which the recommendations in this report are based.

2
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B. LEGAL/REGULATORY REVIEW

Regulatory compliance concerns in the management of depleted uraniurn have been raised
by changes in federal law, which created the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and the DOE (which superseded the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, or AEC) and which
established environmental laws such as the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). The state of Ohio recently questioned whether DU storage might have to comply
with RCRA hazardous waste regulations.' The concern raised by the state of Ohio was
answered in a letter to the Director of the Ohio EPA by the manager of the Oak Ridge
Operations OM=ce Prior to this letter, and at the suggestion of DOE, cxpert outside
counsel was retained to review and evaluate present laws and regulations as they appl to
the DU inventory.

B1 DEPLFIED URANIUM REGULATORY STAIUS

Current regulations do not impair DOE's inventory management prerogatives for DU
materiaL In the review of applicable laws and regulations, outside counsel concluded' thar
DU is 'source material' as defined by the Atomic Energy Act' (AEA) and thus-that U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations do not apply. 'Source, special nudear
and by-product materials' as defined in the AEA are specificallyexcluded in the RCRA
statute' In- the opinion of outside counsel, the exclusion excmpts DU from the regulatory
jurisdiction of both the federal EPA and state agencies. These legal findings were verified
by DOE in the letter from the manager of Oak Ridge Operations to the Ohio EPA (see
Appendix I). However. it is imperative to maintain safe containment of DU so that no
environmental insult occurs. Los of containment of this material in its present form, UF,
would generate a hazardous material, hydrogen fluoride (HF); and a significant reles
would be of great concem to DOE and Energy Systems (see Appendix II for a summary
of the risks and hazards of uranium compounds). Thus, the principal near-term objective'
of the proposed DU management plan is to implement actions that will assure that no
hazardous releases of UFs occur.

Other legal and regulatory issues are related to the proposed management plans for storage
of partially depleted feed (PDF) as UF, and for conversion of FDU to an oxide. Fmpls
include U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) shipping regulations and DOE ordes

'Donna Goodman, Inspector, Division of Solids & Hazardous Waste Management, Ohio
EPA, letter to E. W. Gillespie, Site Manager, U.S. DOE. Portsmouth, Ohio, dated
September 27, 1990.

'R L. Styduhar, Vorys, Sater, Seymour, and Pease, Attomeys-at-Law, Columbus, Ohio;
letter to P. M. Kannan, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Ibc, Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
'Uranium Hexafluoride (UFJ TaW dated May 9, 1990.

s42 U.S.C., Sect. 2014 (z), 1982.
'42 US.C, Sect. 6903 (27), 1982.
'Joe La Grone, Manager, DOE Oak Ridge Opeations, letter tn Richard Shank.

Director, Ohio EPA, dated October 29, 1990. .

3



on handling UF, DOE, in ORO 651, requires a minimum wall thickness of 114 in. for the
thin-wall storage cylinders in order to liquefy UF, and transfer it from the cylinder,.
External corrosion to the extent that the wall thickness would be less than this mnmum
will require an alternate. more costly transfer method. DOT, by reference to ANSI N14.1,
also requires a minimum wall thickness of 1/4 in. when DU is transported in thin-wai'
cylinders.' Approximately two-thirds of the DU inventory is contained in cylinders' that are
approved as DOT Specification 7A, Type &-packages for offlite transport The remaiming
DU cylinders that have not been evaluated by DOT would require similar approval, or the
contents would have to be transferred to approved cylinders if offsite transport were
necessary.

B.2 FOREIGN-ORIGIN ACCOUNTABHI1Y

DOE also requested' that this DU disposition study consider how most effectivcly to handle
accountability for foreign-origin depleted uranium. Agreements with Australia and Canada
require maintenance of a DU physical inventory corresponding to the amount of feed used
from those countries. An appropriate quantity of DU at any assay would satisfy the
commitment since DU is considered to be fungible by all parties to the agrcesents. The
cumulative total amount of Australian- and Canadian-origin DU accounted for by DOE at
this point amounts to less than 20% of the current depleted UT4 inventory. There should
be no difficulty in continuing to account for the Australian/Canadian-origin material in the
future. Even when FDU is converted to U.O& and placed in long-term storage,, an
accounting procedure can be set up that will physically account for the required amount of
DU material in one location.

The suggested procedure is to identify an appropriate amount of 020% DU in storage at
Paducah as the stockpile of Australian/Canadian-origin DU. This is the DU inventory
category least likely to be moved and should be undisturbed for many yea. The cylinders
included in the Australian/Canadian-origin account can be identified by cylinder Dumber and
can be physically segregated by simply roping off these cylinders from the rest of the 0.20%
inventory. A DOE office or individual would need to be made responsible for notifying
Paducah Material Accountability of quantities to be added to this account. In turn,
Paducah would be responsible for notifying DOE of which cylinders were added for
accountability and for moving the ropc or other boundary marker for physical segregation.

No change in the procedure would be necesary until 0.20% DU is either reycled or
converted for long-term storage. If conversion of FDU to U,O, is implemented, the nest
and last step would be to transfer physical accountability to the long-term storage faility.
The transfer of Australian/Canadian accountability should begin as soon as significant
quantities of FDU are converted and placed in long-term storage. When a quantity of
FDU is converted, a like amount of 020% UF, could be transferred or operationaly used.

'49 CFR 173A20.
'J. W. Parks, DOEIORO, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, letter to T. R. Lemons, Martin

Marietta Energy Systems, Inc_, Oak Ridge, Tcnnessee, 'Tails Disposition Study,' dated
February 28, 1990.

4
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If U3O, conversion is not implemented aDd 020% DU is recycled, the Ausrz
origin account would have to be tracked through the recycling facility.

Both the working inventory management plan for PDF and the long-tem storage plan for
FDU should address the above legal and regulatory issues in order to maximize ter

* flexibility. Since regulations continually change, it. is also essential that the legea-
tivelregulatory developments be monitored for any new or reised requirements that ciukd
affect DOE inventory management plans for the future.

S



C DISPOSMON OPIONS ANALYSIS

C1 BASIS FOR DEPLETED URANIUM MANAGEMENT SIRATEGIES

A complete DU disposition plan must address both near-term DU inventory managcit
objectives and the ultimate disposition of surplus DU. The scope of the ultimate disposmon
program will be of the same magnitude as the near-term inventory management program
because quantities of DU will be reduced only slightly by presently foreseeable uses. Just
a small fraction of the current depleted UF, inventories and future DU production wi be
needed to fill known demands for DU metaL Some or all of -the excess DU mar be
processed through AVLIS, but this cannot be considered as an option for perma,=t
disposition. Even if all of the DU is recycled through the GDPs and/or AVUIS for further
stripping of the 3U isotope, the quantity of DU will be reduced by only a few perce.

' Working inventory management issues-that is, management of DU as a resource fr
cxdsting government programs-wi be considered first. DOE is free to manage DU
inventories for the benefit of its programs until the material is declared a waste. The
legal/regulasoqy review and the assessment of environmental, safety, and health (ES&H)
risks did-not reveal any reason to depart from the current strategy of maintaining the

* working inventories as UF, for as long as they may be needed for future recycle and other
government uses. There is no existing basis in law for other government agencies to
regulate or control DOE inventories of DU, and the risks associated with cylinder stocgc
of UF, are manageable.

The purpose in managing the DU working inventories is to maintain high ES&H standards
while using the inventories for the greatest economic benefit to the enrichment enterpeise
and other government programs. The working inventory management issue of the grextest
immediate concern is upgrading current UF, storage practices to achieve high standards of
excellence for primary containment and for monitoring of the storage yard This w
involve upgrading cylinder maintenance and inspection programs and cylinder st e
facilities. Cost estimates are given for the recommended upgrading program. Ihe
economics of PDF recycling are also addrevued-that is how to deimine (1) whe Wd
what to refeed to the diffusion or AVLIS processes and (2) when depleted uranium can
no longer be economically used in uranium enrichment and should be classified as FDU.

Options for the ultimate disposition of FDU and associated costs are the final tiop
covered in this section (see Sect. C3).

7



C-2 WORKING WNVENTORY MANAGEbfENr

C 2.1 Storage As UF,

C.2 L1 Current status

The present practice for'retention of PDF materials is to store them as UF, in 48-in, steel
cylinders of 10- and 14-ton capacity." most of which are coded pressure vessels. -These
cylinders currently qualify as 'strong, tight containers! for transport of low-specific-activity
(I.SA) radioactive materials under DOT regulations. The term of storage has nevr been.
fixed or defined, but corrosion observations on the nominally unprotected steel cylinders in'
outdoor storage indicate a remaining service life of at least 30 years for cylinders now in
storage before the cylinder wali thickness decreases to the minimum allowable value for
present liquid transfer procedures.'" Based on these-observations, new cylinders could have
a service life of as much as 70 year. The inventory management program must provide for
monitoring the progress of corrosion in order to schedule transfers of UF, to new cylinders
on a safe and timely basis.

The storage cylinder inventory at the cnd of FY 1990 included 34,400 standard 14-ton
cylinders at the three diffusion plant sites, with 22,300 at Paducab, 8,900 at Portsmouth,
and 3,200 at Oak Ridge. In addition, a few thousand cylinders of other types were included
in the inventory. The total PDF inventory contained 322,100 metric tons of uranium
(MTU). Most of the cylinders are stacked in two-high arrays, in double rows, with the
plug ends of the cylinders separated by about 1 ft and the valve ends by 3 to 4 ft. In this
array, the single-cylinder space requirements are about 38 ft2 of storage surface. The
geometric arrangement was intended only to facilitate inventory and accountability
requirements, with little consideration for other monitoring or inspection needs. Storage
experience with 48-in. cylinders since the late 1950s has shown the necessity for stable
storage surfaces, and, at present, nearly all of the PDF cylinders are stored on either
concrcte-paved or compacted-gravel yards. Also, nearly all are in the stacked (two-tier)
configuration. The lower tier of cylinders utilizes creosote-treated wooden saddles for
above-ground support. (In the Paducah storage facilities, cast concrete saddles have been

`The principal UF, storage container is a 48-in.diameter cylinder of 14-ton capacity
designated as a thin-wall cylinder (working pressure rating of 100'psig, with a wall thickness
of 5116 in.) and produced in several minor design variations as Models 48 H and 48 EDC.
Model 0, Model OM, and Model 48 G. More than 51,000 of these cylinders have been
procured since 195& Approximately 34,400 of these are currently in DU storage service.
Over 7,000 cylinders of other types are also being used for DU storage. This includes thin-
wall and heavy-wall 10-ton cylinders and miscellaneous cylinder types.

In addition, the Paducah plant fabricated a number of DU storage containers from
surplus converter shells, 142 of 19-ton capacity and 150 of 12.8ton capacity.

"J. H. Alderson, RcmaenrngLife of Uranium Hewfluoid Tails Sorag CYlind=er, KY/L-
1482, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, April 1988 -..
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used for the past several years, but the wood saddles have not been replaced with concrete
ones.) Spacing between adjacent rows of stacked cylinders is variable, both among* the
three storage sites and within the individual sites. Since cylinder inventories depended only
on the cylinder serial numbers, the valve-end spacing was controlled to allow for walk.
through observation of the cylinder name plates. Plug end spacing was not controlled to
the same degree and was often targeted at a nominal 1-ft separation. However, many of
the stacking arrays permit walk-through access to the plug end for inspection.

- C2.12 Upgraded cyinder storage requirments

Storage arca requirements are increasing at a rate of about 2.2 acresper year if present
stacking configurations continue to be used. This -figure is derived from the earlier
described doublc-tier arrangement, with the 3h-ft separation between valve ends 'and 1-ft
separation between plug ends of double rows of cylinders. ehe cylinden are nominally
spaced on 62-in. centers. In an infinite array (ie, ignoring dead space at the edges), this
gives an area requircment of 38 fte per clinder, exclusive of the area for manipulation of
the cylinder handling equipment Tbe estimated yearly increase of 2500 cylinders thus
requires 2.2 acres of new storage space.

The PDF storage facilities at the three diffusion plant sites have been scrutinized closely
in the past several months, and a number of situations have been identified as problems
that require attention in any long-term storage situation. Evidence (or suspicion) of valeleaks; the possibility of plug leaks; the promotion of corrosion by, and deterioration oL
wooden support saddles; and general corrosion of the storage' cylinder walls all indicate the
need for a formal maintenance and surveillance program for PDF storage.

Although cylinder procurement specifications over the past several years have requirted a
painted surface, the paint used has not held up well in outside storage and is not very
resistant to steam in the autoclave cycle. Thus, the net effect of the initially specified paint
coating is to extend the cylinder life by a few years at best, not a significant amount in the
storage service life of a thin-wai steel cylinder. Preparing the new steel cyllnderi for
extended storage in order to essentally eliminate atmospheric corrosion would rcquic
cleaning all surfaces by abrasive blasting andjthen priming and painting them. Presently.
available paint systems have life expectancies in outdoor service that may exceed 25 yeas
and with spot repair and effective monitoring, use of such systems could reduce atmospheric
corrosion losses to zero.

The new cylinders are stacked for storage; this should be done using durable, long-life
support saddles. ITe stacking, should include quality control of each cylinder's placement
to avoid the ccentric and possilly unstable stacking configurations noted in recent survey'.
Finally, the stacking should provide the full-cylinder access necessary to assure adequate
surveillance-access to both ends and some measure of visual accoss to the support points
for each cylinder.

C&linder handling carries with it the risk of damage through accidental contact with adjacent
cylinders or rough placement on support surfaces. These accidental contacts are responsible
for dents, and if impacts are strategically located and of sufficient force,- 'vy can crac the
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Cylinder wall, leading to loss of internal vacuum and eventual release of a portion of the
cylinder contents. Tbe accidental contacts can also damage valves (or plugs), with similar*.
consequences. In the two known instances in which handling damage apparently cracked
a cylinder wall, material loss and reaction with atmospheric moisture were so slow that the
breaches were not detected until years later. The UTF reaction products tended to self-
seal these minor breaches.

C2.13 UF, storage cuts

To assure safe, long-term storage (iLe, storage for periods that exceed the anticipated life
of an unpainted thin-wall cylinder in off-ground outdoor storage), it is necessary to consider
modifications in the present storage philosophy and methodology. At the outset, the
corrosion process that determines the present cylinder life cycle must be slowed or
eliminated. For example, one of the simplest ways to accomplish this is by surface
protection through painting. Although painting is presently specified (one coat of zinc
chromate primer plus one enamel topcoat) for new cylinders, the paint is not protective for
extended time periods; and damage incurred from in-plant handling operations is generally
not repaired before the cylinders are deployed in storage. Corrosion problems could be
avoided if the painting were specified to include a zinc-rich topcoat that can provide
galvanic protection for steel cxposed to scuffs and scratches, and cylinder deployment in
storage yards should also be followed by inspection and touch-up of handling damage.
Zinc-rich paints used on a few dozen cylinders placed in K-1066-K (Oak Ridge) in 1980 are
still in excelent condition and, with proper substrate preparation, would probably eliminate
atmospheric corrosion for storage periods of 25 years or more Preparation and painting
with this level of quality should be obtainable for new cylinders at a reasonable incremental
cost and should be made standard for all newly procured cylinders.

Painting or other durable protective coatings can be used to extend the service life of
existing cylinders indefinitely. Cost elements of such a program would include moving the
cylinder to a preparation facility, abrasive blasting to remove accumulated oxide scale,
application and curing of the protective coating, and returning the cylinder to the storage
yard. The painting cycle, at an estimated cost of S3004500 per'cylinder, could be repeated
at approximately 25-year intervals for extended storage, as the need is indicated by annual
visual inspections for rust and physical condition of the protectie coating.

Nearly all of the cylinders are presently stored on stable surfaces, that is, either concrete
pavement or compacted graveL The cylinders at Portsmouth and Oak Ridge and many of
those at Paducah are stacked on wooden saddles and may not be fully accessible for viual
inspection in their present configuration. A costIbenefit analysis should be made for
restacking these cylinders on concrete or steel saddles and in a manner that provides easy
inspection access.

Monitoring activities related, to cylinder storage arc currently estimated to require annually
about one-fourth man-hour per stored cylinder to (a) inspect in detail for valve and plug
leaks and perform repairs as necessary, (b) perform occasional cold pressure checks, and
(c) determine cylinder wall thickness and assess corrosion rates. There is also~somc need
for housekeeping and weed control, for run-off monitoring, and for- jrvtory ad

1f
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. accountability activities. While the distribution of effort may vary from year to year. the
ovcrall rate of time investment is expected to remain constant; and this should ie
considered to be an annual cost of cylinder storage and maintenance. If the cylinders arm
not painted, as the storage system matures and cylinders approach the end of their service
life, prcvsions must be made for transfer of contents to new cylinders and for disposal of
the expended scrap cylinders. The necessary exchange rate could exceed 1000 cylinders per
year and would require new transfer facities for the enrchment complex; therefore, the
cylinder transfer activities would have to begin in advance to accommodate the required
transfers.' Initial transfer activities should target the nonstandard containers (see footnote
10 in SecL C2.1.1) and a group of older cylinders of noncertified volume, as well as some
storage cylinders that are known to have been overfilled. All of these will'require special
handling to provide for safe removal of the contents. The painting of newcyflnders befote
deployment for long-term storage would eliminate the need (or perodic transfer to new
cylinders. This would also preserve the liquid transfer -capability for an indefinite period. of
time until the UF6 is removed for conversion.

Facility expansion at Portsmouth and Paducah to accommodate the yearly growth of 2500
* ' storage cylinders is estimated to cost S6 to $8 millionlyear if designed to meet recommended
IAEA standards. Cylinder and facility inspection and maintenance (including. the
replacement of any leaking valves and plugs) are estimated at S500,000 to Si .mllionwrear.
Total storage costs for upgrading, expansion, and maintenance of the storage facilities are:
thus $6.5 to $9.0 milionbrear. It should be noted that these cost figures represent ver
preliminary estimates that are intended only to develop order-of-magnitude costs.

Consolidation of storage facilities for DU was not considered in the evaluation of storage
costs. Within the UE complMx, the Paducah GDP produces most of the DU,'is the she
where most of the DU is currently stored, and is designed to recycle large quantities or
PDF. Consolidation of the DU at the Paducah GDP would reduce the total capital and
annual operating costs of storage. The duplication of maintenance facilities and equipment
and the number of operating, maintenance, and other support personnel could be optimized
by this consideration; however, there would be significant costs associated with the transport
of the depleted UF4 to consolidate storage. While consolidation of DU storage could result
in significant cost savings, further evaluation is required in order to determine the optimum
storage site(s) and the probable magnitude of cost savings.

DU storage facilities must also be planned.for AVLIS and for chemical conversion of FDU
to UO. Optimization of the management plan for DU storage can be finalized only after
the sites for AVLIS and chemical conversion have been sclected.

CML4 Indoor storae

There are no current requirements for indoor storage of PDF; howcver, sMce requirements
are subject to changes in the future, this option was reviewed (see Appendix I). The
need to provide utilities, temperature and humidity control, the development and
procurement of specialized cylinder bandling equipment, and storage density requirements
would combine to drive the cost of indoor storage in existing facilities far above that of
upgraded outdoor facilities.
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Preliminary estimates for indoor storage in new buildings at the Portsmouth plant suggest
capital costs exceeding S300 million to accommodate the present total inventory of stored
UF,. Indoor storage would require new building construction for the Paducah inventory
whether the other sites utilized adsting buildings or new buildings, since there is no present
capacity for indoor storage at Paducah. Upgraded outdoor storage appears to be adequate
for the retention of DU for an indefinite period of time, at a fraction of the cost of indoor
storage. Indoor storage would only. marginally improve the quality of storage of the UF,.
therefore, the additional cost is not presently justified.

- C.22 Management Stey

This section addresses PDF reycle ecnomics and how to determine when depleted
uranium is of no further value to the uranium enrichment program. The relevant decision
criteria are related to the optimum, or break-even. tails assay, which balances the costs of
separative work and normal feed so as to minimize the total cost of the enriched produc

C I Break-ev tak assays for natural uranium

Tie economic objective for tails assay optimization is to minimi the ovcrall cost of
enriched uranium production by striking an optimum balance between feed and separative
work costs. This balance is quantified as the optimum, or break-ev, tails assay. The
break-even tails assay (BETA) is a function of the ratio of feed costs to separative work
costs and is c pliy iepedent of the enriched product assay. Te origi ad form
of the break-even tails assay equation, as we1l as a plot of break-even tails assays versus cost
ratio, are given in Appendix TV.

Partially depleted uranium at any assay greater than a given BETA is a candidate for
recycle. That is, it may be economic to use it as partially depleted feed to the enrichment
facilities to produce enriched product and depleted uranium at the BETA. Depleted
uranium at an assay less than or equal to the BETA cannot be economically refed. The
PDF assay must be a minimum increment above the BETA to make production costs for
PDF attractive when comrpared to production costs for normal feed.

C-22 -. Partialy depketd feed icd e a

When calculating the current BETA, the feed and separative work unit (SWU) costs used
should be incremental costs that apply to the specific circumstances. For example, if
separative work cost is S1OO/SWU and feed cost is SS0/kgU as UF. the optimum tails asay
is 030%. If the cost of feed climbs to S75/kgU as UtF, the optimum tails assay becomes
0.26%. However, DOE can current produce SWUs at a marginal cost of about S40JSWU.
For DOE operating at the marginal SWU cost and paying SSOl/kgU as UF, for feed, then
BETA is 0.20%. In the long term, it is conceivable that feed cost will escalate relative to
SWU cost and will reduce BETA even further. For examplc, if feed cost is S7SJkgU and
SWU cost i S40/SWU, the BETA would be reduced to 0.16%.
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C.2..213 Decisx criteria for ultimate dispceition

A final requirement for the DU management plan will be to determine i decision BETA
to use for designating when DU becomes FDU and is ready to be converted for final
disposition. Since a BETA can easily be determined at any point in time from current fed
and SWU costs, the difficulty lies in determining how the BETA will change with time.
The decision BETA must reflect changes anticipated in SWU production costs aswdl as
feed costs over the operating lifetime of the enrichment cnterprise Consequently, selection
of a decision BETA for LIE is complicated by the expectation that AVLIS will repiace

* gaseous diffusion as the DOE LIE process. The AVLIS program will have signifcantly
different economics than gaseous diffusion; so BETA for AVIUS will be different and
presumably lower, than BETA for diffusion. This clouds the decision on when to cvere
DU from UF, and also affects the decision about what form the UF4 should be convted
to. At present, it is not known which cbemical form of uranium will be required by.the
AVLIS program. IL as expected, the AVIUS BETA (BETA-2) is lower than the diffuion
BETA (BETA-i), then the decision tree would look like this:

* For DU above BETA-1, maintain the DU as UF, refeed to the GDPs, and strip to
BETA-1.

* For DU above BETA-2 but at or below BETA 1, determine if it. is desirable to feed
it to AVLIS. If so, convert to the desired chemical form for AVLIS feed, refeed to
AVUIS, and strip to BETA-2.

* For DU at or below BEIA-Z convert to U130 for ultimate disposition

The AVLIS process uses uranium metal -as the process medium; however, other chcal
forms of uranium, including U3Og are being considered for feed to the AVLIS site. The
other forms would have to be converted to uranium metal at the AVLIS site for use in the
proces If U,30 is acceptable for PDF delivery to AVLIS, then BETA-1 will be the on
significant factor to consider for determining the assay at which to convert DU to UsO,
However, if U.O is not acceptable for PDF delivered to AVLIS, thez projecting the Valu
of BETA-2 will be critical in determining the assay at which to convert oo -U,O for hool-
term storage or disposal. It would be desirable to convert any DU that wm be rcqdycd to
AVLIS directly from UF,6 to the AVLS feed compound to avoid double conversion cos.

A decision BETA can be determined for gaseous diffsinion economies in the near Wm.
However, a meaningful evaluation of a BETA for the AVLTS process cannot be made until
that. process nears commercialization. PDF inventories held for GDP recycle shouid be
managed as UF, to avoid the costs of chemical conversion to U,0,-and then back to UF,
for GDP recycle. Therefore, it follows that a major campaign of converting DU from UWs
to U30, should not be initiated until either U30& is determined to be an acceptabk feied
source for AVLIS or a decision BETA is available based on AVLIS economie This =ay
not impact the start of the conversion campaign, however, since it will take several Ye=
to establish and implement the conversion program.
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C3 ULTIMATE DISPOSiTION

The principal question addressed in this section is the safest form of uranium to use f6io
ultimate disposition Other topics addressed in this section are permanent.disposal versus
long-term storage as disposition options and a basis for cost recovery for the ultimate
disposition of FDU.

.C3.1 Optimum Form of Uianium for Ultimate Disposal

Environmental, safety, and health issues clearly favor U.0. as the uranium form for long-
term storage or disposal of DU. U,O, is the most inert chemical form of uranium, can be
stored safely, and has the lowest potential impact on people and the environment in the
event storage or disposal facilities are abandoned in the future. Major advantages of U0,0
are the relatively low chemical reactivity, solubility, and risks compared to alternate uranium'
forms. UO, is insoluble even in weak acids and bases typically found in soils, and
groundwaters. A literature search has indicated that studies documented in foreign countries
support the conclusion that UO, is the preferred form for long-term dispositionf Morc
details concerning risk characterization of alternate chemical forms of uranium can be found
in Appendix IL

A major objective of a DU oxide conversion/disposition program should be to recov Xnd
recycle the fluorine. This is important both for economics and for minimi=zig waste. for the
industry as a whole. Tlhe French have demonstrated the commercial feasibility of recovering
the fluorine, primarily as aqueous HF. However, the aqueous HF would likely be slightly
contaminated with uranium and may not be marketable in this country. The most efficient
way to utilize recovered HF would be in the conversion of natural uranium to UE, for feed
to.the diffusion plants. Uranium contamination would not be a concern in this prcess.
However, this conversion process requires anhydrous HF.1 Consequently there is an
imminent need to start development on a conversion process that will permit full recovery
of fluorine as anhydrous HF. As backup, an effort should be made to develop a market
for recovered aqueous HE.

C.3.2 Otber Chemical Cowverson Optim

Other chemical forms of uranium can ceinly be handled and stored safely in an industrial
environment and were evaluated as possible options. Those forms which were considered
in addition to U.0, are uranium tetrafluoride (UFJ, uranium dioxide (UOJ), uranium
trioxide (U0,), and uranium metal. The advantages that UF, offers are that it is an
intermediate in existing processes for -the production of uranium meta, the frctin of
recovered HF is easily recycled in the UP, production process, existing commercial facilitics

* 'M. F. Michallet, "A New Approach to Uranium Chemistry Completing the Nuclear
Fuel Cycle,' Canadian Nuclear Society, Proceedings-International Symposium on Utanium
and Electricity, The Complete Nuclear Fud Cycke, September 1&-21, 1988, Saskatoon,
Canada, KJ H. Talbot and V. L Lakshmanan, eds. ISBN 0O919784416-X .
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are readily expandable to -meet the current GDP production rate of depleted urani= a
the cost of conversion (approximately S21kgU) is rcladvel low. A fully devilopel
production process is already in use, and commercial facilities for conveting UPF, to VP.
with capacities more than 4,000 MTUycar are in operation, so the implementation of slis
option could begin immediately. This capacity could reaDy be expanded to moe than
25,000 MTUtear. Containers for the storage of the UP. are currently in we, :I
experimentation and development of new containers would not be required. Pronec
from the elements is cssential for proper storage, however, since reacts slwiy wa
moist air, forming oxides and releasing corrosive HF.

Conversion of the DU to alternative oxide forms (UO° or U0,), was another sbiE
considered. This option would permit recovery of virtually all of the fluorine consent cf
the UF, and would decrease the volume about 25% compared to UF, This would
the requirement and cost for containers and storage space. The oxides are relativ sr
chemically, noncorrosive, and resistant to leaching by groundwater (see Appendix 1l) U0,
is more difficult to produce in the pure form and will hydrolyze in, air at ambic
temperatures UO, is the chemical form used for power reactor fuel, but powdered UO,
must be stabilized to prevent reaction with oxygen in air, which will cause UO, to for.
UO, pellets sintered for reactor fuel show enhanced stability to further oxidations

Tle final conversion form considered was uranium metaL Uranium metal is virtuaN.
insoluble in water, requires less storage space than the other forms (about 80% kss tha
.UF.), and is the only form of DU with an end use at the present time. Cominercil
conversion facilities are already in existence for processing UFP into metal. Howe=
known demands for metal will use only a small fraction of the -DU being stockpiled; aru
the current commercial UF,-to-uranium metal conversion process requires UF. as
intermediate step. ITis double conversion (UF, to UF, then UF. to uranium mco
requires increased handling costs over the more direct conversion options. It also involies
a batch thermite bomb proces that generates large quantities of contaminated MgF 2 4l.
which requires disposal as low-level waste (LLn This process does not allow recovcry ti
the majority of the fluorine in the depleted product, and the uranium metal "derby prodad
readily undergoes surface oxddation to U0&. To precvnt or minim this oxdAtkx
uranium metal placed in long-term storage would have to be givpn a protective catin
Even uranium metal ingots constitute a hazard in a sustained fire. Current U.S eal
capacity is more than 8,000 MU/year, which is expandable to 1ZO0O NMTy= Tfr
present cost of conversion to metal is greater that SlOlkgU, including the cost to Convesi
to LFE, The two-step process, along with the LLW disposal costs, are reflected in tB
conversion cost. The unit cost would be substantially reduced by a large-volume conveam
program but would lilcely remain unattractive for disposition of the entire DU stockpie.

A detailed description of the processes for converting UF, to other forms of uranium c
be found in Appendix V.

C33 CoDMerCl FacLitiC

There are existing domestic commercial facilitics for converting deplr..d UF, to UF. aS
UF. to uranium metal (originally established for military applicaions). Table CI
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summarizes the capacities of the three domestic facilities that are currently producing
depleted UF, and/or uranium metal and include current military commitments The . K.
capacities are readily expandable, as indicated by facility managenent.

Domestic nuclear fuel fabricators also operate conversion facilities that use enriched UF,
to produce uranium dioxide. However. these are small-scale and expensive operations; and
these companies have not expressed any interest in DU conversion. COGEMA the French
uranium processor with extensive experience with largd-scale depleted UF, conversion to
U3O. has expressed interest in doing conversion work for DOE

Table C.l Commercial capabifities

. UF, to UF, UF, to U metal
FaiwCurrent Expandable Currcnt Ex~pandabl :

(MTUFear). (NMTU year) (MIL/yr) (MTU/year)

Acrojet Ordnance, 3,000'
Jonesboro, TS

Carolina Metals, Inc, 2,700 22,700 4,500 9.000
Barnwell, SC

Sequoyah Fuels 3,400 6,800
Corp, Gore, OK ._,_.

Total .6,100 29,500 7,500 9,000

'Capacity in excess of current commitments.,

A Continuing program for converting depleted UF, to UF, or metal could maintain existing
U.S. commercial facilities in a viable state and in a position to expand capacity quickly to
meet future needs. Overall, some waste reduction for the luranium industry is currently
being achieved through recovery of HF for recycle to the natuial fecd conversion process.
However, HF r s not feasible from the thermite process now in uswefor reducing
VF, to metaL Direct conversion of UF, to oxide would permit recovery of essentiallyall
of the fluorine as aqueous HF. but no commercial process or facilities have been established
in the United States. While AVLIS is based on uranium metal feed. current plans are to
transport the material as oxide and then convert to and from the metal at the AVWl plat
site.-

There are no existing commercial facilities in this hemisphere for the conversion of depleted
UF, to oxide. Current AVIS planning is based on transportation of the feed material as
oxide and conversion to metal at the AVLIS site. The AVLIS site may also include
facilities for conversion of the enriched product from metal to oxide. Since similar facilities
will be required for conversion of DU for ultimate storage, construction and operation of
the disposition facilities should be integrated with construction and operation of enrichment
facilities to the extent feasible.
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C3.4 Pcrmannct Disposal Veus Lcmgterm Storage

ThC major DU management question remaining is whether the ultimate disposition of FDU
should be permanent disposal or long-term retrievable storage. The cost of disposal vc=
that of long-term retrievable storage and philosophical considerations will form the basis for
making that decision. This section addresses the cost for permanent disposal compared to
that of long-term storage, including thc cost of converting to U30.

By far the greatest cost associated with ultimate disposition of DU is the conversion of UFs
from the GDPs or of uranium metal from AVLIS to U30. Since the French process is the
only available commercial process for UF, conversion to U3T0 the best estimate of
conversion cost is provided by their information. , A cost of 22 French francskgU
(S4.20/kgU) for this conversion, assuming recovery and credit for the fluorine, has recently
been quoted by French sources. An earlier communication had indicated a conversion cost
of 17 French francslkgU,1 which is equivalent to S3.30JgU." The difference betwee the
two values could represent profit margin, cost escalation, rate of exchange anomalies, or a
combination of all these factors. The higher number (S4.20/kgU) is considered more sound
as the basis for estimating disposal costs since it was obtained more recently.

Tbe second largest cost for ultimate disposition is expected to be for disposal or pe t
storage. This cost is estimated utilizing the waste disposal fees at the two govrnment
disposal sites, the Nevada Test Site (NTS) near Las Vegas and the Hanford she in
Washington. Information from a waste acceptance seminar at Hanford and discussions with
peonnel at Hanford and at NIS provided waste disposal criteria and cost Persond at
both sites agreed that UF, is not acceptable for permanent disposal since it is reactIve if
released to the environment It was also agreed that UO, is an acceptable uranim
disposal form. NTS currently charges S91fe for disposal of LLW, while Haford's E: is
S35/ft'. These fees are for containerized disposal and are calculated for the total volume
of the waste package. Therefore, even with efficient packagin, klo-density U,O, (Appeidix
II) would cost about SO.25kgU for NTS disposal and about S1.00/kgU for disposal at
Hanford. Personnel at both sites cautioned, however, that rapidly changing regulations and
disposal requirements made it impossible to project disposal fees, even for the near f
Tbe higher-cost disposal option (S1.00/kgU) is therefore seen as a prudent basis for c
estimates of disposal coss

Other costs associated with the ultimate disposition of FDU are handling. packainc
transportation. and storage costs. Packaging and 1handlg costs should be similar whese
the ultimate disposition is permanent disposal or long-term storage. Transportation osts
would be very dependent on the location of the AVLIS plant, conversion facilities, and the
ultimate disposal or storage sites with respect to the Paducah GDP site. Since the sites for
these new facilities have not been selected, a precise estimate of asportation costs N Dt

"R., IL Dyer, WDE/ORO, Oak Ridge, Tenes, letter to . W. Para, Plnt Vini to
French Tails Deluorination Facility,' dated May 1, 1990.

"R. L Hoglund, Martin Marietta International, Inc., Brussels, Belgium, letter to F. C
Huffman, Enrichment Tails Forms, dated January 10, 1990

- October 10, 1990, foreign exchange rate.
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possile at this time. Rail trsport cost estimates are based on a present cost of about
SS-500 for moving a flat car from Paducah to a west coast location With a capacity of foui.
or five storage cylinders per car, transportation costs therefore amount to about S.lSi'kgU
when transported as UF, to the conversion plant/disposal site. Transportation costs are thus
seen to add only a small. increment to the total cost of permanent storage or disposal of
DU. Without a detailed engineering analysis, there is no basis for estimating storage costs
as being significantly different from those for permanent disposal. Therefore,. the same
S1.OO/kgU should be applied to the cost of long-term retrievable storage as U1)0. Total
costs for disposal or storage of DU, therefore, amount to approximately S6.00/gU.

C3.5 Ultimate Disposition Plan

Since there are no existing domestic facilities and no spare capacity in existing French
facilities for conversion of UFfuranium metal to U3O, eventually a plan will have to.
provide for the establishment of these facilities Either a suitable process will have to be
developed, or the technology will have to be purchased. There are several options for the
development and operation of a government DU disposition program. The viable options
are as follows:

* Develop an in-house conversion process that permits fluorine recovery as anhydrous H.
construct government-owned, contractor-operated conversion and storage facilities.

* Same as above, but use joint DOElprivate industry process development IThis would
involve the establishment of a cooperative research and development agreement
(CRADA) with an interested privatc industry partner.

* Contract with private industry for UFhAranium metal to U,O, conversion servce;
construct government-owned, contractor-operated storage facilities.

* Utilize the French conversion process; construct government-owned, contractor-operited
conversion and storage facilities.

* Contract with the French uranium processor (COGEMA) for DU conversion service;
construct government-owned, contractor-operated storage facilities.

All of these options should be pursued with the objective of selecting the most cost-
effective option for a complete long-term DU disposition program. DOE should also
promote the sale of DU to help reduce the disposition cost liability.

Several support activities would also facilitate management decision-maig on the structure
of the disposition program. Process development would be necessary to obtain cost
information for comparison with the licensing and contracting options. Since transportation
and inventory maintenance costs will be a significant, but controllable, contributor to the
overall cost, the early site selection for AVLIS, the conversion facilities, and the permanent
DU storage site would permit optimum placement of inventories to minimi costs. The
advanced completion of the conceptual design of retrievable storage facilit for the
permanent disposition of the U,1O would also aid the site selection procn
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D. CONCLUSIONS'

Tbe most important conclusions that are apparent from the legal'regulatory review and from
the technical/economic study are as follows:

* Under existing laws and regulationi DOE is free to manage the DU resource (PDF)
for the benefit of its uranium enrichment program until it becomes fully depleted of
economically recoverable 'U.

* A DU inventory management plan is needed which provides for periodic cylnder
inspections and steps for upgrading UF, cylinders and storage yards.

* Indoor storage of DU cylinders could be costly and is unnecessaqy.

* The ultimate disposition form of FDU which is determined to be surplus to UE and
defense needs should be as.U 3O, in long-tirm, retrievable storage as a national FDU
reserve for the potential benefit of future generations.

* Stewardship of a national rPU reserve transcends the mission of DOE as presewly
defined and has not been addressed in the politicallegislative arena.
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E. RECOMMENDAUIONS

Our DU management recommendations are given below in categories of general. woring
inventory management, and long-term disposition.

I GENERAL

* Use -depleted uranium or 'DU' terminology in preference to aWs or 'wase
whenever possible.

* Support ongoing commercial and military usms of DU, for example, the stockping
of DU for national defense applications..

* Promote and support the development of new and innovative uses of DU.

U. DU WORKING INVENTORY MANAGEMENT PLAN

* Immediately implement a cylinder inspection program. This program should provide
for semiannual inspection of cylinders.

* Evaluate protective coating options for new cylinders as well as old cylinders
- currently in storage and upgrade protective coating requirements for new cylin&.

S Establish criteria for upgraded cylinder storage facilities. This should include an
evaluation of cost savings for DU inventory consolidation at one or two sites.

* Design and construct improved storage facilities when criteria are completed.

* Evaluate the economic break-even tails assay for gaseous diffusion (BETA-I) and
consolidate inventories above this assay at Paducah for future recycle. Evahsate
BETA-2 for the AVLS process as a prelminary gudeline on FDU i mentorie

Periodically update the break-eV t say valuations (BErA-1 and BETA-2)
for operational and envisioned future enrichment facilities; maintai inVent7
figures for the respective categories of DU.

Reevaluate the DU inventory management program when process economics and
chemical conversion steps for AVUS are determined.

o Continue monitoring legislative/regulatory developments for possible implicatiocs
related to DOE inventory management practices

* Consolidate, review, and update all safety ments to provide a single document
that applies to all storage facilities.
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* On each of the above recommendations. perform a benefithiskfcost analysis to
develop an appropriate schedule of implementation.

III. ULTIMATE DISPOSITION PLAN

* Initiate long-range planning for converting FDU to U3,0 and for retrievable
storage. This includes the following:

- Determining when to start development work on full fluorine recovery from the
conversion process and exploring the possibility of using the CRADA joint
venture approach for process development

-Exploring possibilities of utilizing the French process and for contracting for
chemical conversion of DU by private industry.

-Conceptual design study of a retrievable storage facility, inuding an evaluation
of single-site versus multi-site facilities.

-Exploring the parameters for a site selection process for a UFIU.O conversion
facility and retrievable storage facility.

* Implement FDU conversion program when facilities are readied.

* Design and implement PDF feed options that will recover DU storage and
disposition costs. Options include the following:

-GDP recycle at marginal SWU cost for uncommitted (last 30%) commercial
requirements.

-Recycle as feed for military demands.

-Alternative feed source for AVLIS enrichment.

* Explore the possibility of a new, independently funded government program for
long-term, retrievable storage of FDU as a backup option-
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* Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-5510

October 29, 1990

Dr. Richard Shank
Director, Ohio Environmental

Protection Agency
1800 Watermark Drive
Post Office Box 1049
Columbus, Ohio 43266-1049

Dear Dr. Shank:

Representatives of the Department of Energy (DOE) and your staff met in Columbus
on October 12, 1990, to discuss a number of issues involving the Portsmouth Gaseous
Diffusion Plant (PORTS) in Piketon, Ohio. I understand that progress was made
toward resolution of a number of issues confronting our agencies.

A most important issue was raised by your staff in a recent letter from the Southeast
District Office of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) to the effect that
cylinders of depleted uranium at PORTS were no longer exempt from regulation as a
hazardous waste under OAC 3745-51-04. The cylinders of depleted uranium
hexafluoride are exempt from regulation because uranium hexafluoride is 'source
material" under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (68 Stat. 923) [42 US.C
§ 2011 et seg.]. Your staff requested that we provide our position in a letter so that
you could give it full and due, consideration. The enclosed analysis is provided in
response to that request.

In order for you to become more familiar with the safety practices followed by us in
storing depleted uranium at PORTS, we would welcome you and any of your
representatives to the facility to inspect the cylinders and discuss storage practices with
PORTS personnel. We would also provide a briefing concerning the studies we have
undertaken to review our storage practices including the experimental and analytical
work underway to evaluate the remaining useful life of the cylinders and the
investigation concerning the two cylinders found to have holes. We want to
demonstrate to you our continuing concern that the depleted uranium is safely stored
and handled.
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Dr. Richard Shank '2- October 29, 1990

Finally, I understand that you expressed an interest in the funding status for the activities
planned for PORTS. We are evaluating options to transfer funds from other work to
PORTS for the completion of the activities planned for fiscal year 1991.- This evaluation
of funding alternatives is based on closure options submitted to and approved by OEPA.
It does not include the additional cost if more expensive options are utilized. If
problems arise, we will be in touch with you or your staff as soon as we identify them.

Sincerely,

Joe La Grone
Manager

Enclosure:
* . "Regulatory Analysis of

Depleted Uranium Stored
at DOE PORTS Facility"

cc w/enclosure:
William Young, NE-1, Forst
Richard A Claytor, DP-1, Forst
Leo Duffy, EM-1, Forst
Paul Ziemer, EH-1, Forst
Stephen Wakefield, GC-1, Forst
Steven Blush, NS-1, Forst



REGULATORY ANALYSIS
OF

DEPLETED URANIUM
STORED AT DOE PORTS FACILITY

Depleted uranium is generated by the gaseous diffusion process used to enrich
uranium. The gaseous diffusion process uses uranium hexafluoride (UF,6) containing 0.7
percent U-235 as feed materiaL The feed material, which arrives in cylinders in solid
form,, is heated in its cylinder to a gaseous state and fed into a cascade, which consists
of a series of compressors and separation barriers. By physical separation only, the
cascade increases the percent of U-235 in the UFs product stream typically from 0.7 to
3-4%. No chemical substances are added or used in this process. While a portion of
the -UF6 feed material is enriched in U-235, the remainder becomes depleted in' U-235
to a concentration less than 0.7 percent. This material consists solely of UF6, and no
chemicals or other substances are added to it prior to storage. The solid depleted
uranium is stored in steel cylinders and maintained by DOE as inventory, because. it is
capable of being used as feed material to produce enriched uranium. The depleted
uranium is not corrosive to the steel cylinders used for storage.

Depleted uranium is a "source material" subject to regulation under the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954 (AEA), as amended. Section 11(z) of the AEA, as amended (42 U.S.CC §
-2014(z)] defines "source material" as follows:

The term "source material" means (1) uranium, thorium, or
any other material which is determined by the LAtomic
Energy] Commission pursuant to the provisions of section 61
to be source material: or (2) ores containing one or more of
the foregoing materials, in such concentration as the
Commission may by regulation determine from time to time.
(Emphasis added.)

Section 61 of the AEA, as amended, authorized the Atomic Ener Commission to
define the term 'source material." The Atomic Energy Commission promulgated the
following regulatory definition at 10 CF.RI 40.4:

"Source material" means (1) uranium or thorium, or any
combination thereof, in any physical or chemical form or
(2) ores which contain by weight one-twentieth of one
percent (0.5%) or more of: (i) uranium; (ii) thorium; or
(iii) any combination thereoL Source material does not
include special nuclear material. (Emphasis added.)

The Atomic Energy Commission urther defined the term "depleted uranim at 10
C.F.R. § 40.4(o) as follows: -I ,
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"Depleted uranium" means the source material uraniumi
which the isotope uranium-235 is less than 0.711 weight
percent total uranium present. Depleted uranium does not
include special nuclear materiaL (Emphasis added.)

Consistent with these definitions, DOE treats depleted uranium as source material.

Materials defined as "source material" under the AEA are not hazardous wastes.
Under the federal system of regulation of hazardous waste, a material must first be
defined as a usolid waste" before it may be regulated as a "hazardous waste." .42
U.S.C. § 6903(5). Section 1004(27) of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of.
1976 (RCRA), as amended [42 U.S.C. 6903(27)], excludes source material from the
definition of "solid waste":

The term "solid waste". . . does not include ... source,
special nuclear or byproduct material as defined by the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (68 Stat. 923) [42
U.S.C. 2001 et seq.].

In regulations (40 C.F § 261.4) implementing the RCRA, the US. Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) states the exclusion as follows:

The following materials arc not solid wastes for the purpose
of this part:

(4) Source, special nuclear or byproduct material as
defined by.the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, 42 US.C. 2011 et seg.

Consistent with the federal framework, the Ohio Legislature has excluded source
material from the definition of hazardous waste. Section 3734.01(J)(2) of the Ohio
Revised Code provides:

Hazardous waste includes any substance identified by
regulation as hazardous waste under the "Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976," 90 Stat. 2806, 42
U.S.C. 6921, as amended, and does not include any
substance that is subject to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954."
68 Stat.. 919. 42 US.C. 2011. (Emphasis added.)

Source material clearly is a substance that is subject to the AEA. Therefore, depleted
uranium, having been defined by the Atomic Energy Commission as a source material,
is not a hazardous waste under Ohio law.

LILJ
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The depleted uranium stored at PORTS also is not a mixed waste subject to regulation
as a hazardous waste, because the depleted uranium is not mixed with a RCRA.
hazardous waste. There is no other material, waste or otherwise, in the storage
cylinders of uranium hexafluoride.

USEPA announced its mixed waste policy in the Federal Register on July 3, 1986 (51
FR 24504). That. policy and subsequent clarifications issued by USEPA indicate that
USEPA intended to regulated as "mixed wastes" those radioactive materials that
become mixed with a non-AEA material that is a hazardous waste. Radioactive
materials, such as the depleted uranium stored at our Portsmouth facility, that have not
been mixed with a non-AEA material that is a hazardous waste are not considered
"mixed wastes" regulated by RCRA. See "Guidance on Identification of-Low-Level
Radioactive and Hazardous Waste," 52 FR 11147.

In summary, the UF6 tails qualify as "source material" under the AEA. Source
materials are exempt from regulation under RCRA and Ohio law by statute. USEPA's
"mixed waste' policy does not apply to depleted uranium, because this material has not
been mixed with a listed hazardous waste or non-AEA material which exhibits a
hazardous waste characteristic.
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Appeadir IL RISK CHARAC IZATION OF ALTERNA7E
CHEMICAL FORMS OF URANIUM

Depleted uranium is presently contained as solid UF6 in thin-walled steel cylinders that
are stored outdoors exposed to the -elements. Although UF, can be handled and stored
safely in a well-managed industrial environment other uranium compounds or uranium
metal may be more appropriate for long-term storage or permanent disposal in a less
structured environment. Other potential storage forms besides UF, include UF. UO,
U30, U0, and uranium metal.

It is the purpose of this appendix to discuss the risks associated with each of these storage
forms.

A. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Those physical properties of interest for risk assessment of the pertinent depleted
uranium storage options are shown in Table IL1'

A1 Uranium Hexafluoride"

Solid UF, is readily transformed into the gaseous or liquid states by application
of heat.

All three phases-solid, liquid, and gas-coexist at 64'C (the triple point). Onb&
the gaseous phase exists above 230rC (the critical temperature) at which the
critical pressure is 4.61 (Pa. The vapor pressure above the solid reaches 1 atm
(0.1 M[Pa) at S6 C, the sublimation temperature.

A large decrcase in UF, density occurs in changing from the solid to the liquid
state, which results in a large increase in volume. The thermal expansion of the
liquid with increasing temperature is also high. It is always essential to maintain
control of the total mass and physical state of UP,, throughout an operation cycle.
When restricted volumes such as traps and containers are filled with UF, full
allowance must be made for the volume changes that wll arise over the working
temperature range to which the vessels will be subjected in order to avoid
hydraulic rupture.

Since the sublimation temperature lies below the triple point, the pressure must
be in excess of 0.15 MPa (1.5 atm), and the temperature must be above 64C for
UF, to be handled as a liquid. Thus, any process using liquid UFT is above
atmospheric pressure and will be subject to a potential leakage of UF# to the
environment, with vapor loss and cooling occurring simultaneously. Solidification
occurs exothermically when the pressure falls below 13 x atmospheric. Thus, if
a cylinder heated above the triple point is breached, a rapid outflow of the UF.
occurs until the pressure drops sufficiently to start the solidification process. The
rate of outflow then decreases but continues until the conten Icool to about 566C,
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which is the atmospheric sublimation temperature. Some release of material miay
continue, depending on the type and location of the breach.

Table 1I1. Physical properties of pertinent uranium compounds

Density, gkcm3

Compound Melting point (,C) Crystal Bullk Solubility in H2 0

UF6  64.1 4.68 4.6 Decomposes to
U0 2 F 2

UF4  960 *5 6.7 2.0-4.5 Veryslightly
soluble

U03  Decomposes to U30s 7.29 15-4.5 'Insoluble
when heated

U3 0S Decomposes to U02  830 154.-0 Insoluble
at 1300

U0 2  2878 f 20 10.96 2.0-5.0 Insoluble

U 1132 19.05 19 Insoluble

'Bulk densities of UF4, U03, U30s, and U02 are highly variable, depending on
the production process and the properties of the starting uranium compounds.

At ambient temperature.

- d'i( :
UF, is hygrzopic and will decompose to UOXF immediately when in contact
with H 2O. When heated to decomposition, UF, emits tonic fluoride fumes.

A.2 Uranyl Fluoride

UOFz is very soluble in IIHO. When heated to decomposition UOXF% emits toidc
fluoride fumes. -

A.3 Uranium Tetrafluoride

UF, is very slightly soluble in H0.

A4 Uranium Troxide

When heated in air, UO, decomposes and converts to U3Og.

AS Uranium Oxide

When heated to 130WC, UO, decomposes and converts to UO,

.7.
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A6 Uranium Dioxide

There are no hazardous physical properties that are significant.

A7 Uranium Metal

There are no hazardous physical properties that are significant

B. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

B.1 Uranium Hexafluoride'

UF, is a highly reactive materiaL It reacts with H20 to form the soluble reaction
products uranyl fluoride (U02F2) and hydrogen fluoride (HF), both of which are
very toxic. Aqueous hydrogen fluoride is also an extremely corrosive acid.

When released to the atmosphere, gaseous UF, reacts with humidity to form a.
cloud of particulate U0 2F2 and HF fumes. The reaction is very fast and js
dependent on the availability of water. Following a large-scale release of UF, in
an open area, the dispersion is governed by meteorological conditions, and the
plume could still contain unhydrolyzed material even after travelling a distance of
several hundred meters. After hydrolysis, uranyl fluoride (UO2F.) can be deposited
as a finely divided solid, while HF remains as part of the gas plume. External
contact with HF results in chemical burns of the skin, while exposure to airbome
HF causes chemical burnsArritation of the eyes, nose, and throaL Significant
inhalation can result in pulmonary edema. Individuals can smell FIF at levels of'
0.02-0.2 mg/m'. The threshold limit value (TIV) of HF is 2.5 mgn. No person
can tolerate an airborne concentration of 10 mgW. Exposure for as little as 15
min to an airborne concentration of 20-30 mg/rn may prove fatal (pulmonary
edema).

In enclosed situations, the reaction products form a dense fog, seriously reducing
visibility for occupants of the arca and hindering evacuation and emergency
response. Fog can occur in unconfined areas if the humidity is high.

in a fire, the reaction of UF, with water is accelerated because of the incased
UF, vapor pressure and the large quantities of Hz0 formed in combustion of
organic materials or hydrocarbons Reaction of liquid UF, with hydrocarbon
vapors is extremely vigorous in flames, with formation of UF, and low-molecular-
weight fluorinated compounds. More heat is generally released in these
hydrocarbon interactions with UF, than in the corresponding reactions of
hydrocarbons with 02.

BE Uranyl Fltoride-

UO:2 is a yellow hygroscopic solid that is very soluble in water.
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In accidental releases of UF., UO2F as a solid pariculate compound may deposit
on the ground over a large area. There are no internationally accepted values for
uranium contamination levels for uncontrolled residence. However, the value of
0.38 Bqfcml (10' uCi/cm2) is. accepted in many countries for unlimited occupancy
of uncontrolled areas.. This is equivalent to a ground concentration of
approximately 0.1 gn 2 for natural uranium.

B3 Uranium Tetrafluoride

UF, reacts slowly with moisture at ambient temperature, forming UO2 and HF.

B.4 Uranium Trioxide

There are no hazardous chemical properties that are significant.

B.5 Uranium OQide

There are no hazardous chemical properties that are significant.

B.6 Uranium Dioxide

UO will ignite spontaneously in heated air and burn brilliantly. It will slowly
convert to UPON in air at ambient temperature. Its stability in air can be improved
by sintering the powder in hydrogen.

B.7 Uranium Metal'

Uranium powder or chips will ignite spontaneously in air at ambient temperature.
During storage, uranium ingots can form a pyrophoric surface because of reaction
with air and moisture. It will also react with water at ambient. temperature,
forming UO2 and UH, The metal swells and disintegrates. Hydrogen gas can be
released.

Solid uranium, either as chips or. dust, is a very dangerous fire hazard when
exposed to heat or flame.

Uranium can react violently with C1, F2, HNOr, Se, S. NH,, BrF3, trichlorethylene,
or nitryl fluoride and similar compounds.

C CHEMICAL CONVERSION

The risks involved in converting UF, to other chemical forms for storage or disposal
are relatively smalL The processes involved in chemical conversion include transporting
the cylinders of solid UF, to the conversion facility, emptying the UF, cydes
performing the chemical conversion, packaging the final product, transporting to the
storage or disposal location, and monitoring of this location.
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Aside from nuclear considerations, UF, can be safely handled in essentially the same
manner as any other corrosive and/or toxic industrial chemical With good procedures &
and careful, attentive operations, handling depleted UT6 is a comparatively lownsk
operation. Safe handling procedures have been developed and evaluated in DOE and
commercial facilities during the more than 40 years of experience in handling ast
quantities of UF.

Risks due to transporting solid UF, are small. Transporting cylinders of depleted UF,
for conversion or disposal entails a slightly increased risk of release because of the.
possibility of a vehicle accident. However, a rapid release of UFg is not likely unless an
accident is accompanied by a sustained fire engulfing the cylinder. Risks for chemical
conversion are also likely to be small, although they depend. heavily on the chemical
conversion route and specific process being considered, as well as the design and
operation'of the conversion facility. Several companies, both in the United States and
abroad, routinely convert depleted UF,- to a variety of other cbemical forms.. Some
special precautions are required when emptying UF, cylinders that have been in storage
for many years Used storage cylinders and valves must be carefully inspected for
corrosion or damage prior to transport or heating. In some old cylinders, a'slight
possibility exists that. hydrocarbons may have contaminated the cylinder. Some
hydrocarbons react violently with liquid UF.

As discussed above, all of the alternative forms of uranium listed, except for the oxides,
exhibit some hazardous characteristics. Because of their stability, noncorrosiveness, and
resistance to leaching, the oxides, U30 in particular, are the most desirable chemical

'forms for long-term storage or disposal from an environmental and safety point of view.

D. RADIOACIIVIIY

Depleted uranium differs from natural uranium only in that it contains less =U and
'U than natural uranium. The specific actvity of any given lot of DU wil be
dependent on the isotopic makeup of that material; for example, the specific actity
of DU with 0.4S wt % =U is only 70.8% the specific activity of natural uranium (see
Table 173A34 in CFR 49). DU with less =U would have an even lower specific
activity. The radiation exposure varies greatly depending on its physical form but'pot
significantly due to the chemical form. The radiation cxposure also varies depending
on whether the uranium is enclosed in a container.

It is the policy of DOE to implement radiation protection standards consistent with
presidential guidance to federal agencies. According to DOE Order 5480.11, Radiation
Protection for Occupational Workers,' the limiting value of the annual effective dose
,equivalent is S rem for occupational workers and 0.1 rem for the public.

Those who have worked with depleted uranium for long periods of time have had no
difficulty meeting DOE policies as long' as the depleted uranium is stored in a
controlled area and the operating personnel limit their residence time in the controlled
area. At GenCorp's Aerojet Ordnance Tennessee facility in Jonesboro, Tennessee,
those handling large quantities of unenclosed depleted uranium have experienced
penetrating radiation exposures of 60 to 260 mrem/year! The %verage for the
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approximately 100 occupational workers is 115 mretn ear. Surface surveys of several
48-irL storage cylinders filled with depleted UF, (0.2% m U) at DOE's gaseous diffusion.
plant in Paducah, Kentucky, gave dose rates of 10.S-12.2S remiyear. Measurements
of filled 48-in, shipping cylinders containing depleted UF, (0.2% tmU) at NUKEM in
Hanau, Germany. gave dose rates of 12.2530.6 remityear, depending on the wall
thickness of the cylindersm For a large UF, storage facility, these surface dose rates
would require a controlled area of about 3 m around the cylinders in order to meet
DOE's limiting value of radiation for occupational workers.

Sequoyah Fuels Corporation of Gore, Oklahoma, experienced surface radiation readings
as high as 1000 mR/h after emptying Paducah GDP UJFt tails cylinders. These high
readings were due to the I"U decay products, OTh and D3Pa, which emit more

* penetrating beta and gamma radiation. When UF, I vaporized from a vessel or
transport cylinder, these nonvolatile decay products remain and can concentrate at
surfaces. Without the shielding and absorption of the bulkl UF, the gamma radiation
levels are much higher immediately after emptying than for the filled vesseL However,
the radiation level decreases with time relative to the half-lives of '11h and ""Pa. which
are 24.1 days and 1.17 min, respectively. Acceptable dose rates are reached in a few
months.

E TOXICITY

Uranium is a highly toxic element on an acute basis.' It is chemically..toxic to kidneys,
and.high exposure to soluble (transportable) compounds can result in renal injury. In
addition, intake of uranium must not. ceed the radiological limits discussed in Sect.
ILC. The transportability of an inhaled or ingested material determines its fate within
the body and therefore the resulting internal radiological dose or chemical effect Table
11.2 lists potential inhaled depleted uranium storage forms and their assigned
transportability classes.' Airborne.concentration limits for transportable uranium have
been set by the NRC and the American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists (ACGIH) at 02 mg/lm. At this airborne concentration, all inhaled or
ingested storage forms of depleted uranium, ecept high-fired U0, reach the threshold
limit of chemical tonicity before they reach the threshold limit of radiotoaicity.

F. CRiIMCALIrY

Depleted uranium in any form will be criticality safe in any configuration.f

G. SUMMARY

Both the positive and negative features of potential storage forms of uranium ae
summarized in Table 11.3. The forms of uranium are listed in preferred order in regard
to storage hazards.
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Table 1L Inlat;o dasSwiaon for
wranium storage (oru..

Inhalation
Storage form Abbrtiation solubility class'

Uranium hexafluoride UF Class Ml'

Uranyl fluoride UO2F2  Ciass "'
Uranium trioxidde UO3 Class DI
Uranium tetrafluoride UF4  Class av"
Uranium oide' - UYO4 class *WW
Uranium dioxideb U02  -

High-fired uranium dioxideb 0U2  Class or
'D; WW and Yw are inhalation solubility dasse establisbed

by the International Commission on Radiological Protecton..
class material is very soluble; lung retendozi time is 4a& 'Wi
class material is moderately soluble; lung Tetntion time is
Ti class atcrial is relativey insoluble, lung retention time is

Xmars -
Inc solubility of uramium oxides is very dependent on hea

treatment.
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Appendix IlL IDOOR STORAGE OF UAd

The principal advantage of indoor storage of cylinders containing UFP is the prevention of
continuous exposure to the elements, which could reduce the corrosion rate or extend the
times between repainting cylinders and thus reduce overall handling and maintenance costs.
Two types of indoor storage were briefly examined: currently available facilities and new
buildings. With the limitations inherent in the use of existing building space and the
sophistication required in atmosphere control in new buildings, indoor storage of DU as UP,
appears to be considerably more costly than upgraded outdoor storage.

ISTING BUELDINGS

Large areas are available for development of alternate uses in no-longer-used process
buildings at Portsmouth and Oak Ridge. These buildings present possibly attractive sites
for long-term storage of PDF cylinders. The K-31 and K-33 building basements at Oak
Ridge and the Portsmouth centrifuge facility buildings contain enough area for all (Oak
Ridge) or nearly all (Portsmouth) current storage cylinder inventories. A rather detailed
engineering evaluation would have to be conducted to determine whether these areas are
actually suited to cylinder storage. This evaluation would include the development and
procurement of specialized handling equipment for cylinder transport over existing floors
and placement in close quarters, adaptation of building ventilation systems to cope with
possible leaks as well as for maintenance of low relative humidity to minimize corrosion, and
emergency plans to deal with accidents in transport and placement of cylinders in storage.

Examination of building drawings shows that the storage density is seriously reduced by
the presence of support columns, particularly in the K-25 diffusion process buildings.
These columns also limit the maneuverability of any cylinder handling equipment employed
in the storage task Furthermore, ground floor loading limits would be severely, taxed, if
not exceeded, by existing handling equipment. Load limits on equipment floors of the K-25
buildings would not appear to permit storage of full cylinders in dense single-tier arrays.
Less dense arrays might be feasible, however, particularly if the building cranes, which were
used for installing and replacing the original process equipment, are still available. It should
be noted that some of the K-25 process areas are presently being used for storage of wastes
generated locally and at other DOE sites and are not presently available for UF, cylinder
storage.

An additional requirement for indoor storage is that of humidity control. Seasonal
temperature changes, and even a wide range in the diurnal cycle, can result in condensation
of highly oxygenated (and thus highly corrosive) moisture on the cylinder surfaces, resulting
in higher corrosive rates than those encountered in outside storage with freer air exchange.
For effective reduction in the overall corrosion rates, a relative humidity level of less than
50% must be maintained, and this would probably require some level of temperature control
as well.
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Thus, while many of these adverse factors may be overcome thkotigh engineered design, it
is evident that utilization of existing indoor space for DU storage as UF, would be very
expensive. The need to provide ventilation facilities for management of material releases
and for temperature and humidity control, the development and procurement of specialized
cylinder handling equipment, and the decreased storage density requirement would appear
to combine to drive the cost of indoor storage in existing facilities above that of upgraded
outdoor facilities.

NEW BUIDINGS

Storage in new buildings would appear to be more viable than use of existing buildings
since the new buildings would be engineered to be compatible with the approved storage
arrangements and the handling and maintenance operations. As envisioned, the buildings
would be a 'Butler-type," which would provide protection from the elements and would have
humidity control. The buildings could be designed and engineered to optimize building size
with the storage arrangement. A detailed cost evaluation would be required for a
comparison with the use of existing buildings and with the present system of outdoor
storage. A rough estimate of the cost of housing the Portsmouth DU inventory in Butler-
type buildings is about S100 million; scaling this up to accommodate the total three-site
inventory of stored cylinders gives a capital cost of about $360 million.
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Appendix IV. BREAK-EVEN TAUS ASSAYS

The economic objective of both DOE and its customers is to minimize the overall cost of
enriched uranium production by striking an optimum balance between feed and separative
work costs. This point is identified as the optimum or break-even tails assay (BETA). BETA
is defined as the tails assay at which the cost of enriched product is minimized. The cost of
enriched product comes primarily from two components: the cost of feed and the cost of
separative worlk If the derivative of the total cost of enriched product with respect to the
tails assay is set equal to zero, the resulting equation defines the break-even tails assay. That
equation is

CF'-d _ V(X; -V(X.,) -(XoS)V e)

where

F = cost of feed in dollars per kilogram of uranium,
Cswu = cost of SWU in dollars per kilogram SWU,

xf = feed assay in weight fraction 35U,
X. = tails assay (BETA) in weight fraction 235U,

and where

V(r) (2 X - 1). In

(x -x)I -x

This set of equations condenses to

Cstu Z f o - 1),.h -in8 (-h . W
Cn X,( .. I x

Note that, for a given feed assay, the break-evn tails assay is a function of the ratio of feed
costs to separative work costs and is completely independent of the enriched product assay.
Since the normal uranium feed assay (0711% 2U) is essentially a constant of nature, BETA
becomes a direct function of the feed-to-SWU cost ratio. Therefore, the absolute values of
the feed and SWU costs are not important-4only the cost ratio. This means that BETA is the
same for any product assay and that, if b th feed and SWU costs increase by the same
percentage (e g., due to inflation), the BETA is unchanged. Figure IV.1 is a plot of BETA
versus the cost ratio.
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COST RATIO = (FEED COST, S/kgU OF UF6 )/(SWU COST, $/SWU)
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The feed and SWU costs used should be the incremental costs that apply to the specific
circumstances. Therefore, enrichment customers with different feed costs will have different
optimum transaction tails assays. Likewise, DOFs incremental production cost and the value
of feed to DOE are different than the costs to our customers; so DOE's optimum operating
tails assay (BETA-1) will be different than our customers' optimum transaction tails assays.

The nature of the break-even tails equation implies that depleted uranium at any assay
greater than the current BETA can be economically refed. That is, the depleted uranium can
be used as partially depleted feed (PDF) to the cascade to produce enriched product and
depleted uranium at the BEIA assay. The cost of additional SWU required to enrich PDF
rather than normal uranium is offset by the savings in normal feed purchases. Depleted
uranium at an assay less than or equal to the BETA cannot be economically refed.
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The above discussion does not include the cost of storage or other disposal of the depleted
uranium. If the disposal cost is considered, the only change is to add the cost of disposal to
the feed cost in calculating the cost ratio. The break-even tails equation then becomes

+ Ciw) =\2 * x -1* nXf (1- (I x.) X 1 r 2 * SW - I5
(CF a ),1) I XW(4xl- 1 - I) )

* where CD4 is the cost of disposal in dollars per kilogram of uranium. Note that the right side
of the equation is unchanged. Therefore, Fig. IV.1 is still applicable-only the calculation of
the cost ratio has changed. Note also that, as expected, increased disposal costs will reduce
the optimum tails assay-thereby reducing the amount of depleted uranium to be disposed of.
The units on the disposal cost must, of course, match the units on the feed and SWU costs.
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Appendix V. CONVERSION PROCESSES

Several routes exist for converting UF6 to UF4, uranium metal, or the oxides. The UF6 to
UF4 reduction process reacts hydrogen (H2) with LTF 6 in a tower (vertical pipe) reactor
according to the equation

UF6 + H2 -UF 4 + 2HF.

Tbis reaction becomes self-sustaining at approximately 8000F, which is achieved either by
heating the reactor wall or by injecting fluorine with the UF6 . Once ignited, the reaction
proceeds vigorously and requires considerable cooling to maintain a wall temperature below
10006F, the upper temperature limit for Monel (a common material of construction for
fluoride environments). The products are dense, finely divided UF4 powder and anhydrous
HF. This is the process used by Sequoyah Fuels Corporation and Carolina Metals, Inc., to
produce UF4 for later conversion to uranium metal for the military.

Any of the uranium aoddes (UO2, U03 , or U3 0g) can be formed from UF6 either by vapor-
phase (dry) pyrohydrolysis-reduction or by dissolution in water followed by precipitation with
-a variety of reagents such as ammonia, ammonium carbonate, or hydrogen peroxide and then
subsequent calcination of the collected precipitate. The flowsheet and equipment selected
depend on the product characteristics desired and design of the HF by-product recovery
system. Fluidized beds, rotary Wmlns, and screw reactors are used in the vapor phase process.
In the wet process, filters and centrifuges collect precipitates, which may then be dried andRise calcined in screw or rotary kiln equipment.

In the dry process, the LTF6 is fed to the reactor in the presence of superheated steam at
3000C to 5000C, causing the UF6 to react to form uranyl fluoride (UO2F2). Ihe uranyl
fluoride is then reacted with more superheated steam, sometimes augmented with hydrogen,
at about 750'C to produce the desired oxide. These two steps can occur either in two
separate reactors or in a single multizone reactor, depending on the design selected. The dry
processes typically recover most of the fluoride as aqueous (70%) HF, which can be sold or
recycled to convert natural-assay U 3 0s feed to UF, for enrichment. The basic reactions
involved in converting UF6 to oxide in the vapor phase are

UF6 + 2H20 -U 2 F 2 + 4HF,

6UO2F2 + 6H2 0-2U3 Og + 12HF + 0 2

3U02 F2 + 2H20 + H2-U 3 0, + 6HF,

and

U0 2F2 + H 2 -U0 2 + 2HF.
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UF4 can be converted to oxide in a similar fashion. However, the UF4 -tooxide reaction is
reversible; so operating conditions must be carefully controlled to provide good yields:

UF4 +2H20 U0 2 + 4HF.

The wet conversion processes result in the generation of considerable fluoride waste, which
introduces extra processing costs. These processes start by dissolving gaseous UF6 in water.
The uranium hexafluoride and water quickly react as above to form uranyl fluoride, which is
highly soluble in water. A precipitating agent is then added to the solution to recover the
uranium product, which is converted to oxide by calcining (roasting) in the presence of
suitable reducing agents (typically, hydrogen or steam).-

The current standard method of reducing UF6 to uranium metal, the thermite process, is to
reduce the UF6 to UF4 as described above and then react the finely powdered UF4 with
magnesium in a batch reactor

UF4 + 2Mg-U + 2MgF 2 .

The reactor and its contents are heated to between 550'C and 700° C to initiate the reaction.
When the reaction is complete and the contents are cooled, the uranium derby and MgF2 are
removed. The uranium yield is approximately 96%. Of the remaining 4%, about half can be
recovered as crude metal product by mechanical means (grinding, screening). Exhaustive
leaching of the MgF2 can then reduce the residual uranium content. In this process, all of
the fluoride from the UF4 is lost as MgF2 waste.
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